
Xerox Docushare Flex
Based on the information provided on the Pinnacle Complete
Office Solutions website about Xerox DocuShare Flex.

Here is a comprehensive data sheet
that gives an overview of the service,
explains potential pain points for
companies, and details how DocuShare
Flex can address these challenges:

Xerox DocuShare 
Flex Overview

DocuShare Flex is a cloud-based content
management solution that addresses the
growing needs of businesses to manage
documents, content, and processes
efficiently. It is designed to transform
workspaces and enhance workflows
through easy document capture,
management, and sharing  .

1. Document Overload: 
Companies face the challenge of managing an
increasing volume of documents and data.

2. Process Inefficiencies: 
Traditional methods of handling documents and
content can lead to inefficient and time-consuming
processes.

3 . Collaboration Concerns: 
Difficulty fostering effective teamwork and
collaboration, especially in handling shared
documents and content.

4. Security Concerns: 
Ensuring business documents and data security and
confidentiality.

5. Scalability Issues: 
Adapting to the changing scale of operations and
user requirements.

Key Pain Points for Companies



Simplified Capture: 
DocuShare Flex simplifies document capture using
various devices, including mobile devices and scanners. It
offers features like automatic OCR, barcoded separator
sheets, and multi-file drag-and-drop for efficient
digitisation and organisation of paperwork  .

Effective Management: 
Customisable document types, workflow steps, and
automation of standard business processes help
manage documents and employee workloads
efficiently. This includes applications in contract
management and HR onboarding  .

How DocuShare Flex Addresses These Pain Points

Streamlined Automation: 
Workflow tools in DocuShare Flex enable the creation of
tailored automation solutions, aiding in going paperless
and automating approval processes  .

Enhanced Automation: 
It facilitates teamwork with features like image
annotation, multiple e-mail content-sharing options, and
team folders for effective collaboration  .

Digital Transformation: 
DocuShare Flex assists in digitising contract processes,
from collaboration to digital signing, ensuring compliance
and supporting quick retrieval and renewal processes  .

Accessibility: 
The solution is designed to adapt quickly to the unique
processes of small and medium-sized businesses
(SMBs) or departments, with applications in processes
like Accounts Payable  .

Ease of Use: 
With a simple setup, intuitive interface, and SaaS-based
cloud delivery, DocuShare Flex is user-friendly and
requires minimal training or IT support  .

Mobile Accessibility: 
The mobile app allows users to access, view, and share
documents and perform tasks like document approvals
on the go  .

Robust Security: 
Following industry best practices, DocuShare Flex offers
encrypted user authentication, data archiving, and
comprehensive rights and permissions controls  .

Scalability: 
The solution grows with your business, accommodating
changes in user numbers, storage space, and process
requirements  .


